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I . Introduction 

Consider a Pareto optimal allocation in a finite exchange economy, which is not a Wal-

rasian allocation. It cannot be improved upon, by definition of Pareto optimality, by the 

coalition of all agents in the economy. However, the well-known limit theorem on the core 

of an economy (in its strong form) (see Edgeworth [6], Debreu and Scarf [4], and Hilden-

brand [1l]) essentially says that the allocation is not in the core of the economy and hence 

it is improved upon by some coalition of agents, if the number of agents in the economy is 

large enough. We are thus motivated to study the size distribution of those coalitions that 

improve upon the Pareto optimal allocation. (From now on we frequently refer to such 

coalitions as "blocking" coalitions.) Of course, we realize that the concept of "to improve 

upon" Is not a descnptrve one. (See Hildenbrand [ll] on this point.) Therefore, no em-
pirical work is conceivable on the size distribution of blocking coalitions. We set out in 

this paper a purely theoretical investigation of this distribution. 

The paper is concerned with the asymptotic size distribution of coalitions that improve 

upon a Pareto optimal allocation in a finite exchange economy. We shall show, imprecisely 

speaking, that the size distribution of blocking coalitions, rescaled so that the mean size is 

zero and one unit is the standard deviation of the size distribution of coalitions in the econ-

omy, converges (pointwise) to the normal (0,1) distribution as the number of agents in the 

economy increases indefinitely. To give a precise statement of this result, we now turn to 

formal description of the model. We are indebted to previous work done by Mas-Colell 
[13]. The tools and methods introduced by him will be extensively exploited in this paper. 

II. Formal Model. ParetO Prices, and "BIOCklng" Coalltlons 

The consumption set is P={x=(xl xt)eERllxh>0, h=1,...,1}. We shall restrict 
,,.., 

ourselves to a class of smooth, strictly convex preferences on P (see Debreu [2]). This means 

that preferences are representable by a twice continuously differentiable (C2) utility function 

u on P such that (i) D,~u(x) >0, h = l,. . .,1, for all x~p, (ii) {y~plu(y)~;u(x)} is strictly convex, 

and (iii) the closure of every indifference set is contained in P. ~ denotes the set of all 
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preference relations satisfying these conditions. Given ;~e~:, define a continuously dif-

ferentiable (Cl) function g>_: P-S, where S={pepl llpll=1}, by g;~(x)=(1/llDu(x)ll)Du(x) 

where u is a C2 utility function for ~; satisfying (i)-(iii). The topology on ~ js the one 

induced by the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets of the g;~ functions and 

their first partial derivatives. Then ~ becomes a separable metric space. (See H. Dierker 

[5].) The space of consumption characteristics is ~ x P with the product topology. 

An economy is a mapping ~~ of a finite set A of economic agents into the space ~ x P 

of agents' characteristics. If we consider just one economy, we shall write (;~*, e(a)) for 

~(a). An allocation for the economy ~~' is a mappingfof A into P. An allocationffor 

~~ js said to be attainable if ~:*e~Af(a) = ~*eAe(a). Any nonempty subset C of A is called 

a coalition. An allocationffor ~~ is said to be improved upon (or "blocked") by coalition 

C if there exists an allocation g for ~ such that g(a) >* f(a) for every a~C and ~*ecg(a) 

~ ~~~ce(a). A coalition which can improve upon a given allocationfis sometimes referred 
to as a blocking coalition. An attainable allocation f is Pareto optima/ if it is not improved 

upon by A. The set of all attainable allocations for the economy ~~' that no coalition can 

improve upon is called the core of the economy. 

Let fA-P be a Pareto optimal allocation for ~~ Since every agent of the economy 

~ has smooth preference, one can associate with f the uniquely determined price vector 

p(f)eS, called the Pareto price vector, having the property that p(f).x:~p(f) .f(a) whenever 

x;~~f(a), or simply p(f) =g~(f(a)), for every aeA. Since preferences are strictly monotone 

by (i), the allocationfis Walrasian if and only ifp(f).f(a) =p(f).e(a) for every aeA. Thus 

individual budget deviations p(f).(f(a)-e(a)) can be used to form an index that measures 

how far the allocation f is from being Walrasian. Several indices may be considered for 

this purpose corresponding to different norms in the space of finite sequences. Here, Iet us 

take two indices. 

(1*( f ) = max. eA I P( f ) . f (a) -p( f ) . e(a) I , and 

o( f ) ~ * e A (P(/') ･ f(a) - p( j') . e(a))2 = V #A 
We shall use the index given by a(f) in the main theorem. Of course, (1*(f) is the stronger 

measure of the gap of the allocation f from being Walrasian (that is, a*(f)~~o(f) and the 

convergence of (T* to zero means uniform convergence to zero of individual budget deviation 

of every agent). It is an open question as to whether c(f) can be replaced by c*(f) or not 

in the main theorem. (Compare this with Mas-Colell [13, Remark 5].) (a(f))2 may be 
viewed as the variance of the income distribution induced by the allocation f. 

Now, Iet ( ~~~) be a sequence of economies with characteristics in a compact subset 

Q of ~ x P and let #A*-co. (A~ is the domain of ~~~.) Consider in every economy 
~:~* a Pareto optimal allocation f~. Let p~ be the Pareto price vector associated with f~, 

i.e., p~ =p(f^). Assume that the sequence (f~) is bounded (uniformly in n) and f~'s are 

bounded away from being Walrasian, say o(f^)~6 >0 for all n. Then consider the follow-
ing result of Grodal [9] that generalizes a result of Debreu [3] : 

PROPosmoN (Grodal) : Given a compact set Q of ~ x P. there exists a constant q such 

that for every economy ~: A-Q and every allocation f in the core of the economy ~f we 
have : 
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q
 a (f)~ #A ' 

Since a(f~)~;6 implies (T*(f~)~6, it follows from this proposition that there is no such that 

for n~no f* does not belong to the core of the economy ~~*. Hence for n~~no there are 

coalitions of the economy ~~* that improve uponf^. 

In this context several questions concerning the number of blocking coalitions naturally 

suggest themselves. In fact Mas-Colell asked in his stimulating paper [13] : "How many 

blocking coalitions are there?" It follows from his result that the fraction of those coali-

tions that improve upon the allocationf^ tends to l/2 with n-co . This number l/2 is ob-

viously an upper bound because for a Pareto optimal allocation for ~~* either a coalition 

C or its complement A^¥C cannot improve upon the allocation. A similar question was 

asked by the paper of Greenberg, Weber, and Yamazaki [8]. They asked: "How many 
blocking coalitions are there when their relative size is restricted between O~a< b~ I ? Their 

results imply that the fraction of those coalitions with relative size between O~a<b~l 

that improve upon the allocation f~ also tends to l/2 with n-co. We ask m this paper a 
yet another question in the same context: "What is the asymptotic size distribution of coali-

tions that improve upon the Pareto optimal allocation f~?" 

The question is distinctively different from those posed earlier. The way it is answered 

in this paper, however, is related to the earlier ones. This point will become clear in the 

next section. 

III. Size DiStribution ofBIOCking Coaliti017S 

Given a finite set C, #C denotes its cardinality. When C is a coalition, ~C is called 

the size of the coalition. 

Let an economy ~~:A-~~ x P and a Pareto optimal allocationf:A-P for ~ be given. 

For a nonnegative integer m~n where n =~A, define 

C~(A) = {CCAl~C= m} , 

C~B( ~~, f ) = {CeE C~(A)1 C improves upon f} . 

C~(A) is the set of coalitions having the size m, and C~B( ~:'~..../', f) represents the set of coalrtrons 

of size m, that can improve upon f. When the allocation f is bounded away from being 

Walrasian in the sense that (r(f) is bounded away from zero, it makes sense to define the 

size distribution ofblocking coalitions for ~~' andf. It is defined by 

F(r: ~:f)= ~~0<~<T#C~B( ~:f) 
~C~B( '~:~~ f ) 

0<=~~~ 

for re[O,n]. F(r : ~~,f) is the fraction of those blocking coalitions whose size is less than 

or equal to r･ It will be convenient for our purposes to rescale the size distribution of block-
ing coalitions. By definition, the size distribution function of b!ocking coalitions for ~~' and 

f is 

F*(p : ~~, f) = ~ +~~C~B( ~~, f ) ~0~~~p / ~ 

~ o~~~*~C~B( ~~, f ) 
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for p~(- co , co). Thus, in the rescaled size distribution, coalitions of (rescaled) size less 

than or equal to p represent coalitions of (actual) size less than or equal to p~/2 n +n2 ' In 

~/T n other words, the rescalin is done so that zero is the mean size - and one unit is 
2
 

which is the standard deviation of the size distribution of coalitions. 

Let us now state the main result of the paper. 

THEOREM: Let Q and X respectively denote a compact subset of the consumption char-

acteristics ~~ x P and the consumption set P. Let real nu'nbers e >0 and p~E:(- co , oo) be 

given. Then, there is a positive constant M such that for any economy ~:A-Q and Pareto 
optimal allocation f: A-X, we llave : 

if a(f )> M/1/T, then IF*(fi: ~~~, f) -c(p)1 < e 

where ep(.) is the normal (0,1) distribution. r 
In the context of the sequences ( ~~~) and (f~) of economies and Pareto optimal alloca-

tions in the previous section, the theorem implies that the size distribution function of block-

ing coalitions F*(p : ~~~,f~) converges to ap(p) pointwise with n-co where ep(.) js the normal 

(O, l) distribution. 

Let us explain ideas of our proof. The main idea is best understood by decomposing 
the fraction F(r: ~~*, f*) into three parts: 

F(r: ~~.,f^)= ~0~<~~<'~C~B( ~~~~,f ) ~0~~~r~C~(A^) ~0~~~"~C~(A~) 
' ~ #C~(A*) ' ~0<~<"~C~B( ~~^,f~) , ~C~(A*) o~~~r o;~~~~ 

that is, the fraction of those blocking coalitions which have size less than or equal to r is 

the product of F1'~(r)E(the fraction of those coalitions with size less than or equal to r 

that improve upon f~), F2,"(r)~(the fraction of those coalitions whose size is less than or 

equal to r), and F3,"(r)E (the inverse of the fraction of those coalitions which improve upon 

f*). The term F3,~(r) does not depend upon r and its inverse was studied by Mas-Colell 

[13]. . We thus know F3,~(r)~2 with n-oo. The second term F2,"(r) has the binomial 

distribution wrth probabilities of "success" and "failure" both equal to ~･ Thus, as is well 
known, F2,~(r) can be approximated by a normal distribution for large enough n. The 
first term F1'"(r) is related to the fractions studied by [8] but is different. Actually it is not 

possible to apply Mas-Colell's methods to study F1'~(r) because for any fixed r, r/n becomes 

negligible for large enough n. The consideration of the first and the second terms leads 

us to the particular rescaling adopted in this paper. Thus instead of decomposing F(r: 
~~~, f~), decompose F*(p: ~~^, f~) and denote the terms corresponding to Ft,~(r) by F*i,~(r), 

i = 1,2,3. Then, one can show that F*1'"(p)-~ with n-oo (Proposition l). On the other 

hand, we already know that F*3,~(p)-2 with n-oe. Hence, for large enough n, the first 

and the third term tend to cancel each other out. We are approximately left with the term 

F*2,"(p), which is a rescaled binomial distribution, and we know that F*2,"(~)-ep(p) with 

n-co. This completes a heuristic proof. 

If we had adopted a rescaling so that one unit is n instead of 1/T then the first term 

2' 
would have coincided with the fraction studied in [8]. However, their rescaling (in other 

words, to look at relative size) is not appropriate for our purposes. Moreover, it is easier 
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to study the term F*1'~(p) than the corresponding fraction in terms of relative sizes. (This 

rs due to the fact that P1ln +_ becomes ver close to T as n-co. Cf. Mas-Colell [131 

and Yamazaki [14].) 
We now present a formal proof. The proof uses the following two results. 

PRoposmoN I : Let O < ~ < I be given. Under the conditions of the THEOREM, there 

is a constant H such that if c(f) >H/~/T, then one has: 

~0~;~~fi ' * ~C~ ( ~~f) 

(1) T(p ~~f)= ~~0;~~~pJ~ ~+~#C~(A) > v 

(2), f(p: ~~,f)E ~0~~~p~T+~~{C~(A)¥C~B(~~~f)} >v, 

l~ ~ 2 #C~(A) 2 o~~~pJ~+~L 

where n = #A. 

PROPOsmoN 2: (Mas-Colell [13, Theorem, p. 208]): Let 0<7< I be given. Under 
tlle cqnditions of the THEOREM, tllere is a constant L such that if6(f) >L/ 1/T, then one has: 

l~~?(~~,f)E ~0~~~"~C~B(~~,f) >7 
12 ~: o~~~~~C~(A) 

where n = #A. 

Proof of the THEOREM 
Let ~:A-Q be an economy with #A =n and f:A-X a Pareto optimal allocation 

for ~~ Let e>0 and p be given. By definition of F*(p: ~~,f) we can write F*(p: ~~,f)= 

TIT2T3-1 where 

Tl= ~0~~~pJ2~"+~#C~ (~~f) 

2 ~C~(A) l~ ~ 2 o~~~p~2"+JL 

T2 = ~0<~<pd~"+~~C~(A) , and 

~0;~~~~#C~(A) 

T = ~~<~~<"~C~B( ~~f) 
~C~(A) 0<=~<=" 

e , put 1=1-6. By Propositions I and 2 there are Let 0<6< I be such that 6< 
3+e 

constants H and L such that a(f) >H1~/7 (resp. >L/~/T) entails r~ : ~~, f), f~ : c~~~, f) >~ 

(resp. ~(~~,f)>v). Put M'=max{H,L}. Then c(f)>M'/~/T implies ITi-11<6 for i= 
1,3. On the other hand, by a well-known De Moivre-Laplace Limit Theorem (see, for 
example, Feller [7 p 186 and p 244]) there exists a positive number N such that for all n~~N 

one has I T2-c(p)1<6. Thus, there is a constant M>M' such that a(f) >M/~/T entails 

ITi- 11 <6 for i= 1,3 and IT2-c(p)1 <6. Hence we obtain 
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T
 IT T~T3 ap(p)1 = I T2 (Tl~ l)+ T2( - 1)+(T2-c(p))l 

T -l 1
 ~1 l - Il + IT -c(fi)l l+1 

T3 T3 

ITl~ll + IT3-ll 
+ IT -c(p)l < = IT 1 2 3 1 T31 

6
 6 e l-6 + 3 <e l-6 + < 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 

Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition 1 

[Step l] The proof given here is a variant of the one in Mas-Colell [13]. 

Define constants a, G, r, and K from Lemma A.1-A.3 in the Appendix as in Mas-Colell 

_ I +~ [13 p 212] Choose~ so that V +~<~< I Let t>0 be suchthat I ap(t)= 4 
l +~ 

Letn besuchthatforn>n one has p~/ n n n + I Set b (p) ~0~~~p~rT+~(~)-
2 +T>T 

b~ +(~) . It follows from the properties of binomial coefiicients that 

b. 
-~0 with n-oo. Hence there exists a positive integer nl~no such that one has b^(p) 

l-7 foralln>n 

< 2 =1 Now, choose a positive number J so that it satisfies the following two inequalities: 

2~KJ; < 1~~ _･_^･d Ge~("2J2,4)< 1-~ 

We finally set H0=aJ2/7. In this step we shall show that c(f) > H0/~/T entails r(p: ~:', f) 

>~ for n~~nl' Put c2=(a(f))2 and (1~2=m(1 - mn )a2. With p=p(f) and y~=e(a)-f(a). 

define the following families of coalitions: 

~~~~1= {CeC~(A)1 II~~ecy*ll< aJm 
- }, 

= ~/n 
~~~~2={CeC~(A)lp'( ~*ecy* J } )~ 

ll~*eay*ll ~1 n 

~~~~3= {CeC~(A)1 ~*eap y >a~t} 

~~;~4={C~C~(A)lp'( ~.eay* J } )< -
ll~*ecy*ll = ~/n 

~~::~5 = {C~ C~(A)1 ~*~cp' y*~ - (r~7} . 

By Lemma A.1 in the Appendix a coalition C of size m or its complement A¥C (of size n-

m) improves upon f depending upon whether C belongs to ~~~~In ~~:;~ or ~~~~ n ~~~~ 

(For this argument see [13, p. 213].) Thus, ifwe put 
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~{UJL~~~pJ~"+~( ~~;~In ~~~~2)} , if p~O; 

b.( p) 

2
 e= 

~{U _ _ " ~~~JL(~~;~ n ~~;~ )} +#{U p~2~"+~~~<~(~~~~ n ~~:;~ )} , if p>0; 

b~( p) 

2
 (

n
 
)
 

then r(p:~~,f)~e. put ll~j=~~~;~j/ m forj=1,...,5. From Lemma A.2in the Appendix 

l +~ for an inte er m such that +~m~~ One obtains (as in [13 p. 214]) ll~1~~ 

Homt for m~ n . Thus, it follows from the defini-On the other hand, we have a~~2~ 

-2 ~ n 
tion of constants that ~~;~In ~~i~~3C ~~~~2 and ~~;~In ~~::~5C ~~:~4. These imply that II~2~ 

ll~1+ll~3- I and ll~4~11~1+ll~5- l. Let d~ =p'y* in Lemma A 3 In the Appendix We 

then obtain for each integer m such that ~~m~ n2 

K ~~ a~l~;f + l+~ > 2HK + I~~ +1 op~)> K1ln ll~3~: 
=~ Ho~/~ 4 =~ o 

;~- 2Kt l+~ > ~ ' 
~ aJ2 + 4 = 2 ' 

similarly, one obtains 

ll~5> ~ 

=2. 
Hence it follows 

ll~2> 2~~1 and ll~4> 2~~1 

= 2 = 2 
Therefore, ll~j forj = 1,2,4 are no less than 2~~ I n n for each mteger m such that 4 = <m~ 2 2

 
It follows that 

b
 

e>(2~ 1) (1- b^(~p) )> (2~~1) (1+~) >vforn>n 
2
 

[Step II] If C~C~B( ~~, f), then there Is g C-P such that g(a)> f(a) for all aeA and 

~~eog(a)<~*ece(a). The former implies that p'g(a) >p'f(a) (recall that p=p(f)) for all 

a~C. It follows that ~.~cp'f(a)<~*~ap'g(a)~~~ecp'e(a). Thus one obtains ~*ea 
p'y* >0 (recall y~ =e(a)-f(a)). It means that if m=#C, then ~~ecp'y* < O implies C~~C~B 

( ~;~f) and ~*ecp'y~ >0 implies A¥C~EC~_~B( ~~,f). With thls In mmd define 

~~~~6 = {CeE C~(A)1 ~ *=ap' y* < O} , 

~~~~ {Ce C~(A)1 ~~ ~cp' y. > O} , 
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(n ), 117n7=# ~~:~'n7/(n ) . 
llm6 = # ~~::m6/ 

m m 
If we put 

c
 

#{U n ~m~pJ n +~L ~~:;,n6} 

T- ~ 2 2 , ifp ~ O; 
bn( p) 

2
 

#{U ~~::,n6} + ~{ ~L~m~ n U-pJ n + n ~n'< n ~~~m7} 

4 - 2 ~- T -2 2
 

b~( p) 

2
 

Let K,~,cF,cr~,nl be defined as in Step I. 

Hl 
and n~~nl; we shall show that 

~/T -

, if p>0; 

2K then f(p:~:f)~e'. Let K,~,cF,cr~,nl be defined as in Step I. Put H = 
l 1-~ ' 

and n~~nl; we shall show that this implies f(P:~:f)>~ Suppose q(f) > 

By setting t=0 and d* =p'y* in Lemma A.3 one obtains 

K > 2~-l H~6> ~ -
= 2 f~T(r = 2 ' 

and similarly, 

ll~7> 2~~1 

= 2 ' 
n for each mteger m with 4 ~m< n . Hence rt follows that 

=2 
b
 O'~(2~-1)(1- " ) 

b~( p) 

~(2~-1) ( 1+~ )>vforn;~n . 

This finishes the argument of Step II. 

Since XCP is compact, there exists a real number s such that xeXimplies llxll~s. Let 

H=max{Ho,H1'2slln~1 } ' Then, for this H, the arguments of Step I and 11 show that the' 

assertions (1) and (2) hold true. 

Q.E.D.. 

A P PENDIX 

We collect here some of the known results that were used in the proofs. We simply 
give references to their proofs. 

LEMMA A.1: Let QC~ x P and XCP be compact sets. There is a >0 such that for' 
all (;~,a')eQ, xeX, and yeERZ, ifg;~(x)'y~ O, then x+a(g>_(x)'y/llyll)(1/[lyll)y>x. 

See Mas-Colell [13, p. 21 I]. 
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LEMMA A.2: Let TCRI be nonempty and compact. There are constants G>0 and 

r>0 such that if x*e T, aeA. #A =n, and ~*eAx* =0, then for every e >0 and m~n, 

( - . )
 
n .,2~ #{CCAl#C=m, Il ~~Ecx*ll~~Em} ~ Ge 
m 

See Hoeffding [12, Th,1, Section 6]. 

LEMMA A.3: Let TCR be nonempty and compact. Then there is a constant K>0 such 

that ifd eT aeA #A=n ~*,:Ad*=0 andm<n/2 then letting 02=(1ln)~ d 2a 2=m * , . , , = ' ' *eA * ' ~ 
(
n
 
)
 

(1-m/n)c2, F~(t)=(1/ m )#{CCAl#C=m, ~.ecd.<"~t}, andc(t) be the normal (0,1) distri-

bution, we have supteR IF~(t)-c(t)1 ~K~/ m a. 

See Bikelis [1]. 
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